SGSMART, our online tool, continues to improve. Our new feature Supply Chain Knowledge Sharing, provides you with immediate technical support wherever and whenever you work. This is a 24/7 online global technical competence application, giving you total transparency for your quality supply chain analytics.

Supply Chain Knowledge Sharing helps you to exchange information with your suppliers, and better manage your supply chain.

Four core modules facilitate global product safety and environmental compliance, helping you to rapidly analyze recalls data. They also keep you updated with global apparel industry trends and updates, and enable you to select Chinese product standards in a few clicks.
1. SUPPLY CHAIN TOOLKIT

This interactive technical knowledge tool serves as a communication platform for brands and retailers, by providing practical industry knowledge to manage supply chains and facilitate implementation of company policy. It includes:

- **Global Footwear Quality Handbook** – a reference manual to integrate information from footwear performance requirements in key global retail markets, and construction techniques for a wide range of footwear types to individual components for footwear products.

- **Leather Quality Handbook** – an overview of generic leather specifications which are critical for product safety, durability and performance. Includes construction and regulatory requirements for footwear, garments, leather goods and upholstery.

- **Chemical Management Handbook** – for chemical risk reduction across the supply chain. Users will benefit from enhanced understanding of international regulatory requirements. Provides effective control systems for the reduction of risk and the safe use of chemicals.

2. RECALL CASES ANALYSIS

Providing interactive analysis for recall cases in major markets, this module visualizes recall risk within defined quality/restricted substance parameters, according to country, product, and/or time period.

3. CHINESE PRODUCT STANDARD SELECTION TOOL

This tool guides you to select Chinese product standards relevant to your product(s).

4. INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS

A holistic and strategic update on the latest global regulatory requirements, upcoming events, insights into new trends and the latest developments within the textile and footwear industry.

**WHAT IS SGSMArt?**

SGSmart is a customizable online tool that allows you to set up a profile based on your needs. It delivers:

- Supply chain transparency
- Global accessibility
- Supplier co-creations on workflow
- Management focus for cost and time savings
- Agile problem solving
- Responses to market
- Tailor-made information on supply chain’s preferences and needs

For enquiry, please contact us at Cain.Wu@sgs.com.